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NEWS TO KNOW

Top Local, Regional, and National Digital Inclusion & Literacy News

Two New Fellows Help Charlotte Navigate the Net [Digital Charlotte]
A new year for digital inclusion is beginning for a national nonprofit technology leadership organization. Two new fellows—Caché Owens and Margo Scurry—are taking steps towards social justice in Charlotte.

Digital Inclusion Recommendations to the U.S. Federal Government [NDIA]
The National Digital Inclusion Alliance (NDIA) recognizes that federal support can substantially strengthen local digital inclusion activities. These are their digital inclusion recommendations to the federal government.

Stakeholder Snapshot [Digital Charlotte]
In our Stakeholder Snapshot section, new profiles highlight some of the educators, trainers, and practitioners working to close the gap in the digital divide in Charlotte. This month we feature Ben Johnson from Drive Inc. and Christine Edwards from Mecklenburg County.

At Charlotte's Geek Fest, the Emphasis is on ‘Fest’ [Digital Charlotte]
Imagine the wildest science fair you could possibly attend, a place where you can see everything from stop-motion clay animation to drones equipped with video cameras to cigar box guitars to the night vision systems on new BMWs...You’ve just imagined The Geek Fest, a 13-year-old annual event celebrated at Central Piedmont Community College.

EVENTS
Regional Digital Inclusion & Literacy Programs, Trainings, and Public Meetings

Events

- November 29 - Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Digital Inclusion Community Forum

Subscribe to our email list
• Until December 16 - 2017 Blue Diamond Awards Nominations OPEN!

Digital Charlotte Calendar
Have an upcoming event? Go here to share your event.

RESOURCES
Tutorial for use by Digital Inclusion Trainers

TUTORIAL: Everyday Uses for Your Smartphone Camera

Have any questions, suggestions, events, or resources to share? Let us know!
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